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The Decline of Jute
2015-10-06

by looking at the decline of the jute industry this study assesses the successes and failures of britain s managed economy it also addresses broader arguments about the political
economy of twentieth century britain

The Great Risk Shift
2006-10-09

america s leaders say the economy is strong and getting stronger but the safety net that once protected us is fast unraveling with retirement plans in growing jeopardy while health
coverage erodes more and more economic risk is shifting from government and business onto the fragile shoulders of the american family in the great risk shift jacob s hacker lays bare
this unsettling new economic climate showing how it has come about what it is doing to our families and how we can fight back behind this shift he contends is the personal
responsibility crusade eagerly embraced by corporate leaders and republican politicians who speak of a nirvana of economic empowerment an ownership society in which americans are
free to choose but as hacker reveals the result has been quite different a harsh new world of economic insecurity in which far too many americans are free to lose the book documents
how two great pillars of economic security the family and the workplace guarantee far less financial stability than they once did the final leg of economic support the public and private
benefits that workers and families get when economic disaster strikes has dangerously eroded as political leaders and corporations increasingly cut back protections of our health care
our income security and our retirement pensions blending powerful human stories big picture analysis and compelling ideas for reform this remarkable volume will hit a nerve serving as
a rallying point in the vital struggle for economic security in an increasingly uncertain world

What Explains the Decline of the U.S. Labor Share of Income? An Analysis of State and Industry Level Data
2017-07-24

the u s labor share of income has been on a secular downward trajectory since the beginning of the new millennium using data that are disaggregated across both state and industry we
show the decline in the labor share is broad based but the extent of the fall varies greatly exploiting a new data set on the task characteristics of occupations the u s input output tables
and the current population survey we find that in addition to changes in labor institutions technological change and different forms of trade integration lowered the labor share in
particular the fall was largest on average in industries that saw a high initial intensity of routinizable occupations steep declines in unionization a high level of competition from imports
and a high intensity of foreign input usage quantitatively we find that the bulk of the effect comes from changes in technology that are linked to the automation of routine tasks followed
by trade globalization
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Decline of the Steller Sea Lion in Alaskan Waters
2003-04-04

for an unknown reason the steller sea lion population in alaska has declined by 80 over the past three decades in 2001 the national research council began a study to assess the many
hypotheses proposed to explain the sea lion decline including insufficient food due to fishing or the late 1970s climate regime shift a disease epidemic pollution illegal shooting
subsistence harvest and predation by killer whales or sharks the report s analysis indicates that the population decline cannot be explained only by a decreased availability of food
hence other factors such as predation and illegal shooting deserve further study the report recommends a management strategy that could help determine the impact of fisheries on
sea lion survival establishing open and closed fishing areas around sea lion rookeries this strategy would allow researchers to study sea lions in relatively controlled contrasting
environments experimental area closures will help fill some short term data gaps but long term monitoring will be required to understand why sea lions are at a fraction of their former
abundance

Class, Politics, and the Decline of Deference in England, 1968-2000
2018

in late 20th century england inequality was rocketing yet some have suggested that the politics of class was declining in significance this book addresses this claim showing that class
remained important to ordinary people s narratives about social change and their own identities throughout the period 1968 2000 but in changing ways

The Decline of Transit
1984-04-27

an examination of the social political and technological forces that shaped our cities and their transportation systems

The Rise of Neo-liberalism and the Decline of Freedom
2020-12-01

this book examines the relationship that prevails between the state and freedom in the works of milton friedman and friedrich hayek as well as those of some of their peers including
gary becker james buchanan and george stigler the author explains that their concept of freedom was largely derived from the principles and values of neo liberalism however she
maintains that neo liberals never cared about providing the masses with genuine freedom rather they value freedom for its instrumental value in terms of facilitating the global spread
of free market capitalism the author explains that the neo liberal concept of freedom has been a very useful tool in promoting the superiority of free market capitalism over centrally
planned economies aimed at achieving the common good she argues that even though neo liberals are strongly opposed to central planning they are tolerant of state planning intended
to help establish and sustain the conditions of a free market system she also contends that the extensive implementation of neo liberal reforms and policies has led to states losing their
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sovereignty and moving away from their traditional role of achieving the common good the author claims that the world has essentially become the sum of many neo liberal societies
particularly during the last four decades she also maintains that throughout human history no other ideology school of thought political religious or military institution kingdom or
empire has been as successful as neo liberalism when it comes to shaping people s beliefs ideals goals and lifestyle on a global scale unfortunately neo liberalism has proven to be very
detrimental for civilization and the future of the planet the author concludes that the widespread adoption of the neo liberal concept of freedom in combination with the pretense that
economics is a natural ahistorical and value free science has triggered the emergence of methodological monism which has resulted in unfreedom and the poverty of economics while
also delaying the progress of the entire discipline

The Great Risk Shift
2019-02-27

on the eve of the financial crisis jacob s hacker wrote the policy book of the year e j dionne jr washington post demonstrating and explaining the hidden story of growing economic
insecurity in this fully revised and updated second edition he brings his powerful exposé of the great risk shift up to date with startling new evidence and compelling new ideas hacker
shows that the safety net was unraveling long before the late 2000s as more and more economic risk shifted from the broad shoulders of government and business onto the fragile
backs of american families whether the problem is risky jobs brought on by corporate restructuring and the gig economy of contingent work risky families created by the rising costs and
instabilities of parenthood risky retirement caused by the collapse of traditional guaranteed pensions or risky health care fueled by skyrocketing costs and unstable coverage hacker
shows what has changed and why the ways in which ordinary americans have been affected and how we can fight back behind the risk shift he contends is the personal responsibility
crusade eagerly embraced by corporate leaders and conservative politicians who speak of an economic nirvana in which americans are free to choose but the result hacker reveals has
been very different a harsh new world of economic insecurity in which far too many americans are allowed to fall behind blending powerful human stories big picture analysis and
compelling ideas for reform this remarkable volume has become a rallying point in the struggle for economic security in an increasingly uncertain world

Urban Decline (Routledge Revivals)
2013-09-13

in the twentieth century urban growth was one of the most powerful catalysts of geographical social and demographic change in the western world when this book was first published in
1989 however a massive process of counter urbanization was underway which saw the loss of population and jobs in cities and a pronounced urban to rural shift this book analyses the
causes and consequences of urban decline in britain and the developed world during this period and beyond and assesses the implications for urban planning and policy david clark s
relevant and comprehensive title will be of value to students with a particular interest in urban geography and development

The Decline of Established Christianity in the Western World
2017-09-22

while church attendance in the west is often cited as being in decline it is argued that this applies primarily to the older established forms of christianity other expressions of the faith
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are in fact stable or even growing this volume provides multidisciplinary interpretations of and responses to one of the most complicated and controversial issues regarding the global
transformation of christianity today the decline of established christianity in the western world it also addresses the future of christianity in the west after the decline drawing upon
historical research sociology religious studies philosophy and theology an international panel of contributors provide new theoretical frameworks for understanding this decline and offer
creative suggestions for responding to it established christianity is conceptualized as historically culturally socially and politically embedded religion with or without official established
status this is a dynamic volume that gives fresh perspective on one of the great social changes taking place in the west today as such it will be of great interest to scholars of religious
sociology history and anthropology as well as theologians

The Decline of the Death Penalty and the Discovery of Innocence
2008-01-07

since 1996 death sentences in america have declined by more than 60 percent reversing a generation long trend toward greater acceptance of capital punishment in theory most
americans continue to support the death penalty but it is no longer seen as a theoretical matter prosecutors judges and juries across the country have moved in large numbers to give
much greater credence to the possibility of mistakes mistakes that in this arena are potentially fatal the discovery of innocence documented in this book through painstaking analyses
of media coverage and with newly developed methods has led to historic shifts in public opinion and to a sharp decline in use of the death penalty by juries across the country a social
cascade starting with legal clinics and innocence projects has snowballed into a national phenomenon that may spell the end of the death penalty in america

Language Decline and Death in Africa
2005-01-01

the aim of this book is to inform both scholars and the public about the nature and extent of the problem of language decline and death in africa it resourcefully traces the main causes
and circumstances of language endangerment the processes and extent of language shift and death and the consequences of language loss to the continent s rich linguistic and cultural
heritage the book outlines some of the challenges that have emerged out of the situation

The Rise, Decline and Renewal of Silicon Valley's High Technology Industry
2018-03-26

originally published in 1997 this book examines the unique nature and characteristics of silicon valley and looks at the factors that led to the economic and competitiveness problems of
the 1980s the research concluded that the information revolution caused a complex set of events that had global ramifications silicon valley was no longer operating as a driver of this
revolution but it was facing the onslaught of the global competitiveness it had unleashed
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The Decline of Thrift in America
1991

what is a love feast how did the early church celebrate the love feast how might christians today celebrate the love feast in recovering the love feast paul stutzman addresses these
questions offering a unique blend of liturgical history and practical theology part i outlines the history of the love feast noting its prevalence in early church worship its gradual decline
and its reemergence in the practices of several pietist groups e g the moravians methodists and brethren particular focus is given to five elements of the celebration that is eucharistic
preparation feetwashing the fellowship meal the holy kiss and the eucharist proper in part ii stutzman argues that the love feast is a valuable christian practice and a celebration worth
recovering in those traditions that may have forgotten the feast rather than prescribing a specific method for celebrating the love feast stutzman proposes that there are five key
disciplines that today s love feasts should embody submission love confession reconciliation and thanksgiving this book encourages christians from a range of traditions to experiment
with reclaiming the love feast with the hope that each celebration serves as an act of worship to god and an authentic expression of christian discipleship

Recovering the Love Feast
2011-01-01

between 1977 and 1997 there was a precipitous decline in the proportion of us workers with median education 12 years or less who were represented by a labor union from 29 to 14
percent the unionization proportion declined much less among workers with above median education 19 to 13 percent the union wage premium also declined for workers with basic
education from 58 to 51 percent whereas it rose slightly for better educated unionists from 18 to 19 percent thus whatever safety net american unions provide was disproportionately
lost by the less educated workers who arguably need it the most in this study robert e baldwin investigates the role of changes in us imports and exports in explaining this dramatic
decline the main analysis which includes workers in manufacturing as well as service sectors relates changes in the number of union workers across industries to changes in domestic
spending imports exports and the intensity with which labor is used across these industries for both union and nonunion workers baldwin finds that although globalization i e increased
trade seems to have contributed only modestly to the general decline in unionization it has more importantly contributed to the decline in unionization among workers with less
education the study concludes with a discussion on the implication of this and the other findings for governmental policy and for the policy position of unions toward globalization

The Decline of US Labor Unions and the Role of Trade
2003-06-05

this book explores the political trajectory of latin america s most important contemporary labor movement the new unionism played a central role in brazil s struggle for democracy in
the 1980s and recast the country s subsequent party politics through its creation of the innovative workers party pt the author breaks new ground by analyzing this celebrated
prototype of social movement unionism as a heterogeneous alliance of component factions that evolves in relation to shifting economic political and ideological contexts through the
prism of internal politics he shows how brazil s transitions from military authoritarian to liberal democratic rule from statist to free market economic policies and from a leninist to a post
leninist left undermined the independent labor movement s commitments to internal democracy political autonomy and societal transformation the book concludes with a comparative
assessment of brazilian south african and south korean social movement unionisms shared dilemmas arguing that an adequate understanding of their relative declines demands more
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rigorous attention to the dynamic nexus between internal movement politics and shifting external environments

Rise and Decline of Brazil's New Unionism
2010

christendom lasted for over a thousand years in western europe and we are still living in its shadow for over two centuries this social and religious order has been in decline enforced
religious unity has given way to increasing pluralism and since 1960 this process has spectacularly accelerated in this 2003 book historians sociologists and theologians from six
countries answer two central questions what is the religious condition of western europe at the start of the twenty first century and how and why did christendom decline beginning by
overviewing the more recent situation the authors then go back into the past tracing the course of events in england ireland france germany and the netherlands and showing how the
fate of christendom is reflected in changing attitudes to death and to technology and in the evolution of religious language they reveal a pattern more complex and ambiguous than
many of the conventional narratives will admit

The Decline of Christendom in Western Europe, 1750–2000
2003-07-17

through two world wars and the great depression this book explores the turbulent history of colonial indian industry in the period immediately prior to independence focusing on five
major industries in bengal coal mining iron smelting jute manufacturing paper making and tea plantation the book looks at the impact of the war efforts on production employment and
capital some industries experienced rapid growth due to additional investment others suffered due to the dislocation of markets moreover by drawing lessons from the war economy
especially the dearth of various essential commodities including war materials the colonial government took up various measures in the inter war period to promote india s domestic
industries for the first time additionally the book also argues that many of the expatriate firms in india became financially weak because of the depression which paved the way for the
indianisation of corporate houses these elements were significant factors in the decline of british industrial hegemony in india and aided the de colonisation process which followed this
book will be of interest to scholars of indian economic history as well as those with wider interests in decolonisation industrial history and the first half of the twentieth century

The Decline of British Industrial Hegemony
2022-06-01

jeffrey kopstein offers the first comprehensive study of east german economic policy over the course of the state s forty year history analyzing both the making of economic policy at
the national level and the implementation of specific policies on the shop floor he provides new and essential background to the revolution of 1989 in particular he shows how decisions
made at critical junctures in east germany s history led to a pattern of economic decline and worker dissatisfaction that contributed to eventual political collapse east germany was
generally considered to have the most successful economy in the eastern bloc but kopstein explores what prevented the country s leaders from responding effectively to pressing
economic problems he depicts a regime caught between the demands of a disaffected working class whose support was crucial to continued political stability an intractable bureaucracy
an intolerant but surprisingly weak soviet patron state and a harsh international economic climate rather than pushing for genuine economic change the east german communist party
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retreated into what kopstein calls a campaign economy in which an endless series of production campaigns was used to squeeze greater output from an inherently inefficient economic
system originally published in 1996 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished
backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and
cultural value

The Politics of Economic Decline in East Germany, 1945-1989
2000-11-09

a gearhead boomer s auto biography and lamentations on general motors

The Last Shift
1993

the public journalists and legislators themselves have often lamented a decline in congressional lawmaking in recent years often blaming party politics for the lack of legislative output
in committees and the decline of lawmaking in congress jonathan lewallen examines the decline in lawmaking from a new committee centered perspective lewallen tests his theory
against other explanations such as partisanship and an increased demand for oversight with multiple empirical tests and traces shifts in policy activity by policy area using the policy
agendas project coding scheme he finds that because party leaders have more control over the legislative agenda committees have spent more of their time conducting oversight
instead partisanship alone does not explain this trend changes in institutional rules and practices that empowered party leaders have created more uncertainty for committees and
contributed to a shift in their policy activities the shift toward oversight at the committee level combined with party leader control over the voting agenda means that many members of
congress are effectively cut out of many of the institution s policy decisions at a time when many including congress itself are considering changes to modernize the institution and keep
up with a stronger executive branch the findings here suggest that strengthening congress will require more than running different candidates or providing additional resources

The Decline of Nature
2012-07

during the 1970s todays austrian federal ministry of education science and research bundesministerium für bildung wissenschaft und forschung bmbwf supported the founding of the
center for austrian studies at the university of minnesota in minneapolis and the austrian chair at stanford university in california these foundings were the initial incentives for the
worldwide spreading of similar institutions currently nine centers for austrian and central european studies exist in seven countries on three continents the funding of the ministry
enables to connect senior scholars with young scholars to help young phd students to participate in and to benefit from the scientific connection of experienced researchers and to get
in touch with the national scientific community by sniffing scientific air as the austrians like to say furthermore it aims to avoid prejudices and to spread a better understanding and
knowledge about austria and central europe by promoting scientific exchange
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Decline and Fall of the Auto Man Empire
2009-12-11

the drug trade is a growth industry in most major american cities fueling devastated inner city economies with revenues in excess of 100 billion in this timely volume sam staley
provides a detailed in depth analysis of the consequences of current drug policies focusing on the relationship between public policy and urban economic development and on how the
drug economy has become thoroughly entwined in the urban economy the black market in illegal drugs undermines essential institutions necessary for promoting long term economic
growth including respect for civil liberties private property and nonviolent conflict resolution staley argues that america s cities can be revitalized only through a major restructuring of
the urban economy that does not rely on drug trafficking as a primary source of employment and income the inadvertent outcome of current prohibitionist policy thus comprehensive
decriminalization of the major drugs marijuana cocaine and heroin is an important first step toward addressing the economic and social needs of depressed inner cities staley
demonstrates how decriminalization would refocus public policy on the human dimension of drug abuse and addiction acknowledge that the cities face severe development problems
that promote underground economic activity and reconstitute drug policy on principles consistent with limited government as embodied in the u s constitution and bill of rights designed
to cross disciplinary boundaries staley s provocative analysis will be essential reading for urban policymakers sociologists economists criminologists and drug treatment specialists

Committees and the Decline of Lawmaking in Congress
2020-08-04

the us and its citizens are addicted to debt much as a drug addict is hooked on heroin unless the us achieves rehabilitation this failing alone will ensure that the usa will continue to
decline relative to many other countries liberals are now firmly in control in the usa in this political climate there is no indication that our debt will not continue to increase dramatically
the modus operandi is to give a short term fix to all problems by dramatically increasing debt the present financial crisis itself caused by excessive debt is being fixed by even more
debt the burden for the few who pay taxes will become increasingly onerous and increasingly unacceptable for future generations the best and the brightest will turn away from the usa
increasing the us relative rate of decline much that has been achieved in the usa since the end of the second world war has been achieved by people not born in the usa in future the
usa increasingly will not be the destination of choice for people with the most to offer instead it is the destination for illegal immigrants at the other end of the social scale the usa is
considered ugly by the rest of the world because it makes no effort to control its gluttony in the usa 25 of the world s energy is consumed by 5 of the world population the usa also leads
the world in obesity and in debt the usa does not pay for its insatiable consumption despite its great opportunities the usa has a high percentage of free loaders who pay little or no
income taxes they have become home owners through debt that they have not worked and saved to afford through policies of us liberal government the ensuing tsunami is now
engulfing the less fortunate people throughout the world who are genuinely poor and are now having to suffer the consequences of our worthless paper debt instruments while the usa
takes on huge new debt to continue to feed its addiction instead of facing up to the reality of living within its means

Framing History in East-Central Europe and Beyond
1992-01-01

the drug trade is a growth industry in most major american cities fueling devastated inner city economies with revenues in excess of 100 billion in this timely volume sam staley
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provides a detailed in depth analysis of the consequences of current drug policies focusing on the relationship between public policy and urban economic development and on how the
drug economy has become thoroughly entwined in the urban economy the black market in illegal drugs undermines essential institutions necessary for promoting long term economic
growth including respect for civil liberties private property and nonviolent conflict resolution staley argues that america s cities can be revitalized only through a major restructuring of
the urban economy that does not rely on drug trafficking as a primary source of employment and income the inadvertent outcome of current prohibitionist policy thus comprehensive
decriminalization of the major drugs marijuana cocaine and heroin is an important first step toward addressing the economic and social needs of depressed inner cities staley
demonstrates how decriminalization would refocus public policy on the human dimension of drug abuse and addiction acknowledge that the cities face severe development problems
that promote underground economic activity and reconstitute drug policy on principles consistent with limited government as embodied in the u s constitution and bill of rights designed
to cross disciplinary boundaries staley s provocative analysis will be essential reading for urban policymakers sociologists economists criminologists and drug treatment specialists

Drug Policy and the Decline of American Cities
2008-12

explore the various facets of societal decline from art and politics to technology and the environment in a book that sheds light on the phenomenon of enshitification and its impact on
modern life analyze the factors driving the degradation of quality and the erosion of values while offering potential avenues for resistance and remediation

USA in Decline
2017-07-05

traditionally much of big business in the industrialized western world has been organized around particular corporate societies notoriously referred to as old boy networks with the
recent drift toward a more liberal market economy however these networks have been showing signs of decline in some cases all but disappearing eelke m heemskerk combines formal
network analysis and interviews with key members of the corporate elite in order to examine how this decline has affected dutch capitalism even in a liberal market economy however
corporate directors need social networks to communicate and coordinate their strategic decisions and decline of the corporate community considers the shift of the corporate elite to
the new private and informal circles where networking takes place

Drug Policy and the Decline of the American City
101-01-01

publisher description
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The Decline of Quality
2007

an analysis of the welfare state from a political economy perspective that examines the effects of aging populations migration and globalization on industrialized economies in the
decline of the welfare state assaf razin and efraim sadka use a political economy framework to analyze the effects of aging populations migration and globalization on the deteriorating
system of financing welfare state benefits as we know them their timely analysis supported by a unified theoretical framework and empirical findings demonstrates how the combined
forces of demographic change and globalization will make it impossible for the welfare state to maintain itself on its present scale in much of the developed world the proportion of the
population aged 60 and over is expected to rise dramatically over the coming years from 35 percent in 2000 to a projected 66 percent in 2050 in the european union and from 27
percent to 47 percent in the united states which may necessitate higher tax burdens and greater public debt to maintain national pension systems at current levels low skill migration
produces additional strains on welfare state financing because such migrants typically receive benefits that exceed what they pay in taxes higher capital taxation which could
potentially be used to finance welfare benefits is made unlikely by international tax competition brought about by globalization of the capital market applying a political economy model
and drawing on empirical data from the eu and the united states the authors draw an unconventional and provocative conclusion from these developments they argue that the political
pressure from both aging and migrant populations indirectly generates political processes that favor trimming rather than expanding the welfare state the combined pressures of aging
migration and globalization will shift the balance of political power and generate public support from the majority of the voting population for cutting back traditional welfare state
benefits

Decline of the Corporate Community
2006-06-29

the law of nature the common law the adoption of written constitutions the separation of law and religion the explosion in law publishing the two sidedness of natural law the decline of
natural law and custom substitutes for natural law echoes of natural law

The Decline of the Secular University
1989

this book analyzes alba s structure and dynamics its practicality its medium and long term sustainability and its capacity to influence regional and international affairs the work
examines alba s possible economic and security consequences for neighboring non member states in the region particularly the united states as well as other key actors such as china
russia and iran the volume analyzes the origins ideological orientation structure internal dynamics and evolution of the alba initiative and its regional and international implications
during its first decade of existence it is the first comprehensive work on the subject with a multi disciplinary perspective and it provides an analysis of the new regional bolivarian
alliance initiative in latin america and its relation to the international system the volume includes studies on the bolivarian alliance and chavismo under hugo chávez frías leadership as
a whole this volume weaves together such crucial issues as oil politics drug trafficking hemispheric security and trade
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Mesoamerica After the Decline of Teotihuacan, A.D. 700-900
2005-01-21

the disappearance of the french simple past has been hotly debated since the early 20th century this volume offers an overview of its fortunes since french emerged as a language
provides a description of its distinctive features and discusses the potential impact of its supposed demise on the whole french verb system these assumptions are tested against a
large corpus of contemporary texts the study concludes that despite the erosion of its meaning and its increasingly infrequent use the simple past tense is still used by native speakers
in various contexts and no single substitute has yet emerged nevertheless the simple past may be evolving into a stylistic marker making it fertile ground for future cross linguistic
studies

The Decline of the Welfare State
1978

globalization is the coming of the triumph of capitalism the growing ascendancy of economics over politics of corporate demands over public policy of private over public interest it
represents the approaching completion of the capitalization of the world carried out by self generating capital in the form of transnational corporations within an increasingly coherent
transnational regulatory regime neo liberal policies at the national level argues the author represent the policy side of globalization the political requirements of global capital the
harmonization of the national with the global they mark the transition between two eras from a world of national corporations and nation states to a world of transnational corporations
and supranational regulatory agencies the author examines the postwar conditions that gave rise to the modern welfare state and the politics of social democracy throughout the
industrial world he traces the transformation of these conditions in the 1970s with the coming of a computer based mode of production and the consequent necessity for global relations
of production in the face of global assertions of the rights of corporate private property he makes the case that the world s subordinate classes and peoples will have to create global
means of resistance

The Decline of the Dollar
2021

most studies view the caribbean as disparate countries prone to revolution and ripe for rebellion in a refreshing departure from the norm anthony maingot using historical and
contemporary examples explains that the region is actually populated by resilient adaptable societies that combine both modern and conservative elements despite the caribbean s
diverse languages nationalities racial differences ideologies microhistories and political systems it is defined by a similarity of challenges faced in the postcolonial era challenges
maingot examines the contemporary intellectual social economic and cultural trajectories of caribbean nations and locates the common conservative thread in its many revolutions and
transitions he concludes that this prevailing tendency deserves better acknowledgment by which the caribbean can chart possible productive paths that have not yet been considered
especially with regard to combating increased corruption by focusing on changes since the 1990s this ambitious volume by one of the preeminent scholars in caribbean studies helps
define the future course of investigations in this complex region
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The Decline of Natural Law
2015-07-01

the major theme of chapter 12 new to this edition is the missed opportunities for the parties in the 1996 elections the year started with a highly visible confrontation over the budget
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